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Positioning Elsevier Science for a 

successful future was the theme of 

the 1994 Strategy Meeting 

his year's Strategy 
Meeting discussions were 
based on a paper prepared 
by Elsevier Science (ES) 
management. Called 'ES 

strategic Overview', the paper 
describes the various changes we have 
observed in the market and lists the 

developments in the publishing indus- 
I 

try and to decide on the direction our 
company should be taking. It would be 
perfect if all ES staff could be there in 
person but for several reasons, as I'm 
sure you understand, that is just not 
possible. 

James Kels, Cha 

threats and opportunities arising from I believe that clear information on 
these changes. In addition, it presents our company's direction and strategic 
our vision of the future and reviews the policy is indispensable for understand- 
action plans we will undertake. ing your own function and how it can 

contribute to the company as a whole. 
This year we focused especially on That is why I have invited the manag- 

new product development and chang- of all the operating com- 
ing patterns in information consump- panies - in Amsterdam, New York, 
tion. Considering the impact new Lausanne, Shannon, Tokyo and 
information technology is having on organize a meeting to 
the markets we serve, electronic 
options for distributing information 
received special attention. Indeed, the 
den?onstrations of bright new elec- 
tronic products developed by Elsevier 
Science proved to be one of the focal 
points of the meeting- see 'Exciting 
Examples' in this issue's cover story. 

9 
However, our core business was by 

no means neglected. Elsevier Science's 
traditional print products look set to 
maintain our most substantial source 
of revenue and thus remain of vital 
importance for some time to come. 

_ 1 The annual Strategy Meeting pro- 
vides a splendid opportunity for senior 
staff to discuss the most significant 

present all of (without exception) 
with a review of the 1994 strategy plans 
and the discussions about them. 

I urge you to attend your meeting 
and, of course, to feel free to ask any 
questions you may have. These meet- 
ings are for your guidance. See them as 
your personal opportunity to discover 
what the overall strategy and objec- 
tives of our company are. It is of 
utmost importance that all of us know 
and fully understand our vision of 
what is happening and is likely to 
happen both inside and outside 
Elsevier Science. 

n of Elsevier Science. 

1 Corporate Mission I 
T he corporate mission of 

Elsevier Science is to advance 

science, technology, and medical 

science by fulfilling on a sound 

commercial basis the 

communication needs specific to 

the international community of 

scientists and engineers, and 



B Advancing into Cosmetics B Avoiding Failure 

T he sweet scent of success is once again wafting its way through the and those lesser known. Take the A 11 too often the march of engi- 
offices of Elsevier Advanced Technology (EAT), now housed in recent Clementine press cover- neering achievement has been 

the new building in Kidlington. age in the US as an example. The set back by disaster -- remember 
EAT are noted for their publications in the Industrial Clementine spacecraft was the Amsterdam (Bijlmer) Boeing 

Engineering, Advanced Materials, Electronics, and Information designed, built and launched in 747 crash? And for every engi- 
Technology fields, but took on the Handbook of Cosmetic Science and only 22 months at a total cost of neering failure which hits the 
Technology last year after the rest of Elsevier Applied Science book $75 million. Currently it takes headlines there are many more 
programme was sold to Chapman and Hall. The Cosmetics handbook about five years from design to which result in inconvenience, 
covers everything from perfumery, decorative cosmetics and skin care launch of a typical spacecraft financial loss, environmental 
through to bath products and toothpastes. and the costs can rise to more damage or personal injury. The 

Since the launch of the handbook last December, EAT have than $1 billion. tragedy is that most failures 
notched up many hundreds of sales, easily exceeding the first year's While prominent articles in could have been avoided if exist- 
target. EAT expect to sell at least 1500 copies of each of their hand- The Wall Street Journal, ing knowledge had been properly 
book titles in a three-year period. There are 20 books in the pro- Washington Post and other applied. Indeed, it seems as if 
gramme at present and it is expected to grow at a rate of four books a major news sources focused most materials research has 

become increasingly removed year over the next three years. merely on the glamorous sav- 
Managing editor (Handbooks) David Sleeman believes the book's ings, Technology Management's from real industrial applications. 

success can be traced to the marketing campaign conducted by prod- debut issue features the only arti- 'The underlying problems 
uct manager Beverley Acreman. 'She contacted just about every relat- cle devoted entirely to the man- are those of information, com- 
ed association and organisation in the world to ensure we got off to a agement procedures used. munication and direction,' says 
good start,' says Sleeman, continuing with a remarkable penchant for Written by the head of the David R.H. Jones, who holds a 
making cosmetic puns. 'This was no powderpuffeffort and I think it Pentagon's Ballistic Missile senior position in the 
would be fair to say she was well and truely lacquered by the time the Defense Program, Pedro Department of Engineering at 
sales campaign started.' Rustan, who managed the Cambridge University as well as ! 

Maybe rubbing it in, Sleeman adds, 'We have built a good founda- impressive project for the running a busy consultancy 
tion, by launching titles in our core publishing areas and these books Department of Defence (DoD), practice specialising in 
are still considered the cream of the programme. But now we know the article focuses on how innov- analysis. Now Jones is also edi- I 
there are other possibilities as well.' W ative techniques produced a tor-in-chief of ESL's newly 

NASA-DOD spacecraft in one- launched journal Engineering 

EAT managing editor (Handbooks) third the usual time and at one- FailureAnd~sis(EFA). 
Oavld Sleeman flanked by John tenth the typical cost. Jones says, 'There is a rich 

I 
Knowlton (I.) and Stephen Pearce, case studies like these give seam of case-study material to be 

authors of the target-sales record- practitioners what they really mined in the filing cabinets of 

breaking Handbook of Cosmetic need and want to know, and most academic and profession- 

Science and Technology. ~ l i ~ k  says, help them gain als. In these times of increasing 
insights from other practition- concern over public safety and 

ers.' Above all, Technology environment damage we have a 

Management's mission is to fos- c o ~ o ' a f e d u t ~  to communicate 

ter change. Glick writes in the this work as widely as possible.' 

I journal's introduction, 
As EFA grows it will provide 

I . . J ,  .t is practised more an accumulating source of refer- 

as an art than as a science.' ence material on how to avoid or 

B Teehnoiogy ofl Concluding that the journal will 
analyse engineering failures, how 

aid in the dissemination of both to design and manufacture for 

the art and science of technology greater safety and economy, and 
how to assess operating, mainte- 

C orporate mauagers must tical coverage of their key con- management, headds3 'If our 
nance and fitness-for-purpose 

successfully incorporate cerns and not just articles wfitten Venture is successful, perhaps procedures. Jones aims to make 
new technologies into their for general or academic interest. business as usual may evolve to sure EFA will be easy and inter- 
workplace or face almost certain For editor-in-chief Dr J. Leslie business most unusual.' esting to read, and that the mate- 
failure. Unrelenting competition Glick, founder and CEO of four , Technology rial contained in it will have a 
and innovatio~~&mpels every biotechnology firms in the past 
business across the globe to 25 years, the need for this 
adopt new technology manage- applied publication grew out of industry and academia. 
ment ideas or get out of the way. his own search for practical guid- group led by publisher EFA is published under the 

ESI's newly launched ance as a businessman and Nick Baker' For more Pergamon imprint with editorial 
Technology Management: teacher. information direction by Jim Gilgunn-Jones. 
Strategies & Applicationsjhr Readers of Technology , contact marketing For mordinfonnation please 
Practitioners is a one-stop mar- Management enter a world where manager David M' contact publishing editor Keith 
ketplace for people looking for 'insighters' trade the manage- in New York' ' Lambrt or marketing manager 
answers to technology manage- ment techniques behind success- Joanne Enderby in Oxford. 
ment problems. It provides prac- ful headline grabbing projects 
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T he second edition of The 
International Encyclopedia 

ofEducation was officially 
launched at the annual meeting 
of the American Research 
Association in New Orleans. A 
reception to mark the occasion 
was attended by over 200 key 
academics in the field including 
the editors-in-chief, Professor 
Neville Postlethwaite and 
Professor Torsten Husen with 
many of the subject editors and 
authors. Comprising 12 volumes 

and some 1250 articles, the ency- 
clopedia took just three years to 
complete from initial planning to 
final publication, not an insignif- 
icant feat for a work of this size. 

As editorial director Barbara 
Barrett points out, 'While the 
new technologies now provide 
valuable assistance in the pro- 
cessing of these massive works, 
the success of the project 
inevitably depends upon the 
goodwill and cooperation of the 
many people involved.' B 

W ' s  Barban Barrett with Pmfew#or Nevllle Postlethwaite (I.) and Professor 
TonMn Husen at the ncent launch of the second edition of Tne lnternatlonal 
E ~ l o p e d l a  of Education. 

riE 
- Alerting Scientists 

S oil Science Alert is the latest 
current awareness service in 

newspaper format to roll hot off 
the Earth Sciences press. 
Delivered free of charge (quar- 
terly) directly to the desks of 
some 6,500 soil scientists, it aims 
to help readers gpot interesting 
articles and serve authors by 
bringing their recently or shortly 
to be published articles to the 
attention of thousands of col- 
leagues worldwide. 

Publishing editor Fernke 
Wallien says, 'By combining 
Elsevier journals from three sec- 
tions (ESL Life Sciences: APD 

age consisting of six titles, two of 
which (Geoderma and Soil 
Biology & Biochemistry) are 
ranked within ISI's top ten in the 
agriculture, soil science category. 
Moreover, Soil Science Alert 
offers an excellent opportunity 
to promote the journals we 
recently acquired from Catena 
Verlag in Cremlingen, Germany 
(Catena and Soil Technology) 
and the new title that has just 
been launched (Applied Soil 
Ecology).' 

For more details on Soil 
Science Alert, please contact 
Ron Hayward in Amsterdam. M 

~arth~ciences: APD N f ~ d i r i n ~  ~~~ - - -  > - -  

Pharmaceutical & 
Biological Sciences) it 

b@parne possible to prc 1 
viB an information ps 

B Promoting OPAL 2,) and More 

'C alcium as a Messenger' and 'Immune Cells', respectively the sec- 
ond and third modules in the mind-boggling OPAL (Open 

Programs for Associate Learning) series of interactive, hypermedia- 
based software have been launched with a fresh breath of promotion 
by APD Biochemistry, Neuroscience & Microbiology. 

Marketing manager Carma Schilpp reports, 'We've designed an 
attractive new house-style for OPAL. All the product packaging and 
promotion material has been done in this much more professional- 
looking style - including a colourful, diamond-shaped poster, adver- 
tisements, demonstration disks as well as mouse pads to give away as 
hand-outs. 

'And we've just published our first issue of OPALink,' Schilpp 
adds, 'a newsletter which we use as a communication platform for the 
users and developers of OPAL. We send it to actual and potential buy- 
ers, and booksellers also get supplies for their own direct marketing 
activities.' 

The new OPAL modules are not only available in the usual full 
sets (five student copies) but now - in response to demand - also in a 
single-copy version. There's a nice price attached, as well, matching 
the student's pocket (about $69). Like OPAL 1 (launched in Oct 1992, 
see ES W716) and all other modules to come, OPAL 2 & 3 contain 
many hypermedia-based features, such as animated windows that 
show dynamic phenomena in motion. All of these are interactive - 
with a click of the mouse you can obtain more information on almost 
any element shown. 

Response to the new modules has been very impressive, especially 
whenever they have been shown at meetings. 'Seeing is believing,' 
explains Carma Schilpp, who says the demos will continue this year at 
several important scientific gatherings around the world. 

For more information on OPAL or OPALink, please contact 
Joyce Hobbelink in Amsterdam or Carol Corcoran in New York. M 



What': In the 

Electronic Publishing, Reed 
Publishing USA) has devised an elec- 
tronic version of a license for CD- 
ROM products which is designed to 
appear on screen during the installa- 
tion process. 

The customer is asked a number of 
questions during the process, including 
being prompted for a personal identifi- 
cation number (PIN) code of the user's 
choosing. The system then customises 
the license by inserting the corporate 
information provided by the installer 
and then requests the customer to 
'sign' the agreement by entering the 
previously designated PIN. If users do 
not 'sign' by entering their PIN, the 
installation process fails and cus- 
tomers are advised to return the prod- 
uct for a refund (or a second opportu- 
nity to 'sign' the license). 

The arguments that the use of the 
PIN to authenticate the customer's 
assent to the writing will qualify under 
the UCC as a 'signature', and that the 
license should be enforceable. are 
much stronger than any of those 
advanced to support the enforceability 
of shrink-wrap licenses. 

Any Reed Elsevier staff involved in 
such issues may request a copy of the 
draft license by contacting the editors 
of Intellectual Property Report: Henry 
Z. Horbaczewski (general counsel) or 
Mark Seeley (associate counsel) in 
Newton, MA. Fax: + l  617-558-4649 
'Barlow. J.P. 'The Economv of Ideas: Patents and H 



Navioating the Net to find 

) Geomyidae. 2. (Amer. 
colloq.) Native or 

animals of the i a m i i ~  

b Inhabitant ol Minnwotr: 
the Gopher State. 3. ( ~ m l l l ?  

documents for onice an .  
4. (Computer tech.) 
Software, developa 
Univenlty of Minnesota, 
that helps people browse 
many resourcar available 
on Internef. 

cowboys but 

archers) and thosenho - want - to 
to them - - 

, Paul Mostert 

v a p p l i c a t i o n s  can be 
to deliver e ectronic information. 

Paul Mostert 
WT 

here's oodles of information University of Illinois. It works as a 
wafting about in cyberspace. 'viewer' to information held in the so-? a 

Plugged into the global T called World-WideWeb (WWW). < J  

Int rnet you can find out who's play- Invented at CERN, WWW holds vir- 
ing tennis in Aspen, Colorado, pick up tual libraries of information coming ., 
a quote from a oouncil meeting in from many different sites across the 
Dunedin, New Zealand or, if you're a globe. 
researcher looking for a decently refer- Put simply, Mosaic is an access 

( eed electronic journal, you can tap into system. Paul Mostert from the Infor- f? 
@hewer Science's service: Nuclear mation Technology Department sayq 
*its ~lectronic. (More details: Jan 'Mosaic menus point to information 

GreaveslRob ter Mors, held anywhere in the WWW, including 
the stuff listed on any Gophers 

all this and more on involved. Mosaic can do this becausqit 
lit Internet but fthrc:lps if you know uses hi-tech hypermedia, but that ' 

what's on off& adwhere to find it. means you need a high-powere 
Luckily, computer jockeys have come use it to full advantage. Gopher 
up with somegtditty good"to1s f r designed to run on the simplest 
navigating the 'W. Qne OF& ment (V7 100 terminals) as wetl,* 

$Mosaic, a progra- built at the menus apply to information held at 
Wiggins, Rich. 'The University of Minnesota's internet Gopher System: A Tool for Accessing Network-Basc 
Electronic information.' The Public-Access Computer Systems Review 4,110.2 (1993): 4-60. 
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depends on what a site's application with, at least in setting it up. Storage 
looks like and what services were there requirements and the related overhead 
before,' says Jaco Zijlstra. 'If a can be quite cumbersome for many 
researcher is used to finding a stack of universities, for obvious reasons. 
tables of contents put on his desk every 
week by the librarian, then having to Reliability and 
do that work for himself on a TULIP capacity 
system won't be perceived as an added 
value. You have to target your applica- 'The flip side is the reliability and 
tion towards the group of users you capacity of Internet,' Zijlstra contin- 

pieces are starting t have. That can be hard and this is also ues.' About ten percent of all Internet 
something the universities are finding transmissions initially fail and we have 

reports TULIP proj to redo them. If you see that delivering 
a TULIP data set, about 4,500 pages 

Immediacy and for 43 journals, can take anywhere 
convenience from three to ten hours and we're 

doing this every two weeks, that's a fair 

cy very useful. You can identify an terms the point is it's not really scalable 
interesting article, and there it is on to delivering hundreds ofjournals.1t's 
your screen. You can print it out, take not going to work on Internet, not at 
it home if you want, or read it on- this moment, so we might have to start 
screen. That's important because lots looking at alternative forms of elec- 
of users already have access to online tronic delivery .' 
databases but all you get there is the Right now the focus is on market 
abstract and citation. You still have to feedback, collected by the project's 
ask the librarian for the full text or go leader Zijlstra and the TULIP market 
get it yourself. So the immediacy of research team comprising Rob ter 
TULIP is very useful. Also, the ease Mors, Marthyn Borghuis and Paul 
and convenience of doing it at your Mostert. 'We've donea survey as a 
own desk, not having to go to the zero point study, that was very impor- 
library, that's an important factor as tant,' Zijlstra says, 'but from here on 

the most important thing is to look at 
Both sides involved in TULIP are usage by carrying out log-file analysis. 

discovering some truths about the real- This shows us what the users are actu- 
ity of delivering huge files on-line. ally doing. Then we're going back on 
'We're talking very, very big files,' campus to talk to the core users, maybe 
Zijlstra emphasises, 'the contents of 43 invite them to join a TULIP focus 
journals. For that the sites need to be group. We have to find out what 
able to accommodate up to 500 changes can be made so that we as 
megabytes overnight and that's some- Elsevier can deliver to end-users what 
thing a few have had trouble dealing they really want.' H 



) Exciting Examples of New Electronic Delivery 

I Highlight of the 1994 Strategy Meeting CPROM (Nigel Fletcher-Jones PC 
and Sandy MacFarlane, both APD) work 

L 
was the Information Market introduced by Displayed here were possibilities for Gran 

using CD-ROM (compact disk-read ETJ) sh 
"Norman Paskin (ESL Information only memory) as stand-alone or 

networked ~ublishina media. The 
Technology Development) and Arie de demos inclided the CD-ROM 

versions of the products mentioned workst 
Ruiter (APD Information Technology above and two pilot prototypes for Nigel F1 

journal formats on CD, using our 
Development). The aim was to present Active Library software in one case 

and Silverplatter software in the 
samples of network and CD products other. 

newly developed by Elsevier Science and 

products from other sources which show 

interesting features which we might want 

to consider in our own product 

development. Six state-of-the-art 

workstations were used in the 

CPROM + multimedia 
(Nigel Wells and Andrew Dent, ESL 
Unlike the other demos, this one 
showed examples from other 
publishers, including scientific 
(Oxford Textbook of Medicine) and by a I 
consumer (Encarta, Body Works and 
Cinemania) material not only easy to 
use but illustrating novel ways of 
disclosing information which could be 
of interest in a more technical 
environment. Contact ITD staff in 

demonstrations Oxford or Amsterdam for more 
information. 

td-1 (demonstrated by Jonathan 
Clark, APD) The CD-I (compact PC (Nello Spiteri, APD) Here was 

disk-interstive) version of Elsevier's components of 

Interactive Anatomy (also available the Neuroscience Knowledgebase¶ 

on CD-ROM) was shown here. The the of 
.software used for this publication is Neuroscience, Neuroscience Protocols 

developed from the Elsevier Active and Brain Maps. shown were 
Library, already familiar to most' products supplied on diskettes, 

from CD-ROMS such as Active including the OPAL modules (Open 
Programs for Associative Learning). 
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1994 sees 20 years of EMBASE online 
access, a fitting moment to reflect on all 
the tenses of one of the world's fastest & 

best biomedical & drug databases 

MBASE (the Excerpta 
Medica database) started 
being delivered back in 
February 1978 to the public 
vendors Dialog (then 
Lockheed) and Dimdi who 

made the data widely available with 
their own search and retrieval soft- 
ware. The data included all the back 
files to 1974 -hence the 20th anniver- 
sary celebrated this year. Now the 
number of public hosts has expanded 
to include Datastar, STN, and 
MEAD, all providing global access to 
biomedical literature consisting of 
more than five million records to date. 

Today EMBASE is part of Elsevier 
Science, operating in the Secondary 
Publishing Division together with 
CABS and Geo Abstracts. But where 
does it come from? In fact the story of 
EMBASE stretches back over 48 years, 
to when the Excerpta Medica (EM) 
Foundation was established in the 
Netherlands on 1 August 1946 as an 
international non-profit organisation. 
The idea to publish the original EM 
Sections (also called Abstract journals 
or less commonly Abstract booklets) 
was devised by a group of doctors - 
including Dr Pierre Vinken, now CO- 

chairman of Reed Elsevier - who felt 
there was a growing need to provide a 
professional abstracting and indexing 
service in biomedical literature for 
medical clinicians. The service was reg- 
istered at the Chamber of Commerce 
on 21 February 1947 and was initially 
kept alive by personal idealism and 
infusions from governmental sources. 

The service consisted of writing 
abstracts for articles published without 
one in the primary literature, classify- 
ing those abstracts according to a table 
of contents, indexing key words and 
terms and, at regular intervals, pub- 
lishing the Sections in specialist med- 
ical disciplines. 

Shoe Store 

Whilst a small editorial team car- 
ried out the administrative and non- 
medical aspects in a two-room office 
located above a shoe store in 
Amsterdam, the work was carried out 
by specialists in Holland. At EM'S 
zenith in the 60s and 70s there were 
approximately 80 specialist editors in 
and around the environs of 
Amsterdam working on the Sections. 
There was also a file of volunteer med- 
ical specialists world-wide prepared to 
write abstracts. 

'By the medical specialist for the 
medical s~ecialist' was the EM creed. 
and indeed the major market for its 
printed Sections were physicians, med- 
ical libraries, schools of medicine, hos- 
pitals, health-care organisations, and 
pharmaceutical companies all over the 
world. 

In 1947 there were just six Sections, 
published monthly, covering a few of 
the major medical disciplines of the 
time, starting with today's Section 13: 
Dermatology. By 1948 there were 15 
Sections and in 1968,33. Gradually the 
number of Sections grew to allow very 
specialised fields. The expansion and 
division eventually led 46 Sections in 
total, and two drug literature indexes 
(consisting of citations with in-depth 
drug indexing including WHO generic 
names, trade names, and drug manu- 
facturers). 

The introduction of new Sections 
blossomed in the 50s and 60s. reflect- 
ing the emergence of new areas of bio- 

medical importance. In addition, sev- 
eral Sections were partially or fully 
sponsored by various organisations, 
such as Section 51: Mycobacterial 
Diseases sponsored by the Leprosy 
Foundation. 

Hairy Holes 

During the 60s, it became clear that 
this series of loosely connected, manu- 
ally published journals would not be 
sufficient for the future needs of a 
modem demanding world. The direc- 
tors turned their attention to comput- 
ers with the goal of providing rapid 
access to the world's burgeoning bio- 
medical literature on the basis of an 
integrated, uniformly indexed and 
classified, electronic database from 
which the monthly abstract journals 
could be produced as a spin-off. In 
1968 a computerized system was intro- 
duced and at the beginning of 1969 
computer tapes were produced on a 
weekly basis, marking the beginning of 
a new era. 

Mark I was a sequential input sys- 
tem. It required punching characters as 
holes into long ribbons of paper tape 
which could later be read into the com- 
puter. There are many people who still 
remember the colour-coded paper 
tapes, where pink was for citations, 
blue for abstracts, green for classifica- 
tions and yellow for indexes. There are 
even a few people who have not so 
fond recollections of the infamous 
'hairy holes', where the data could not 
be read correctly. 

Mark I also introduced indexing 
systems, including MALIMET 
(Master List of Medical Indexing 
Terms) and EMCLAS (EM 
Classification system). MALIMET is 
an authoritv file or translation table 
which transiates alphabetical indexing 
into numeric form and back again into 
preferred terminology. It is not a hier- 



archic structure. The policy of the time 
was to allow medical indexers total 
freedom of terminology, so that a com- 
plete article could be indexed from dif- 
ferent specialists' points of view. 

This new era of computerization 
was an exciting time for people just 
entering the world of information. It 
was also paved with extreme hype and 
fanfares proclaiming the imminent 
demise of printed products. 
Computers and online access were 
going to take over the world, which to 
a large extent they have, but who 
hasn't heard the cry: 'If this is a paper- 
less society, why can't I find my desk? 

In 1972 the EM Foundation , 

became part of Elsevier (the 
Foundation is still registered, but does 
not actively publish any more). By 
1975 computer technology was devel- 
oping and improving at a very fast rate 
in hardware, software and procedures. 
Therefore work was started to develop 
a new system to take advantage of 
these improvements. The so-called 
Mark I1 system went live in July 1977. 
It retained many of the features of 
Mark I, but added many new ones and 
provided greater flexibility and 
improved management information. 

Despite several attempts in the 80s 
to speed up the publication and deliv- 
ery of products, throughput remained 

products, logical extensions of the 
product mix. Investment in cost con- 
trol and speeding up of processing has 
paid off in that we are in a good posi- 
tion to meet current market demands 
of providing even greater coverage of 
the literature with a speed of process- 
ing that is probably unsurpassed in the 
industry. Since 1990 EM has increased 
its annual record input by 35%, and its 
processing time is now averaging 19 
working days. 

Let's Go Lego 

Today's market is demanding faster 
information, more comprehensive, 
more targeted and on the medium of 
their choice. Soon after the introduc- 
tion of Mark 111, it was quickly noted 
that major improvements would have 
to follow to enable us to use new tech- 
nology to increase speed further and 
make new products. 

The contours of a more flexible 
and robust system were already in our 
minds at the end of 1989. The first 
requirement was to decide which data- 
base management system (DBMS) 
could replace our combination of 
tools, consisting of an Oracle DBMS 
and a Basis search-and-retrieval data- 
base. We decided on BASISplus. 

BASISplus is a totally relational 

DMBS, allowing separate storage of 
data elements once in tables but with 
multiple display options. Such a data- 
base tool is far less rigid than the pre- 
sent somewhat 'hard-wired' single 
storage database. It will allow connec- 
tivity of information from external 
sources and reduces the amount of 
redundant storage. 

We began developing in mid 1992, 
using the 'Lego' building block princi- 
ple, that is, adding new modules to 
cope with new activities and options to 
incorporate new scanning systems, for 
example, or to allow dissemination 
over the Internet. 

Implementation will go on until 
1996 at least and will switch on in a 
modular fashion until the entire 
process is finished. One has to ques- 
tion, however, whether the word 
'finish' is applicable. Probably not. 
Magnus Magnussen of BBC's 
Mastermind fame may have said 'I've 
started, so 1'11 finish'. But in the minds 
of those of us working on EMBASE is 
'we've started, so we'll never finish'. 
Marketplace developments and the 
rapidly changing technologies that ser- 
vice our systems are keeping us in con- 
stant 'change-mode'. To continue as 
market 'masters' we will have go on.. 
and on... making improvements. 
Lindi Belfield 

disappointingly slow with an average 
time of nine months, whilst the actual 
handling and processing time of a sin- 
gle item was only 90 minutes. It was 

' fast becoming obvious that the Mark 
I1 system was too slow, too complex, 
and too rigid for the emerging genera- 
tions in the information market. 
Serious discussions began, regarding a 
more flexible input and output system 
-Mark I11 - that would process all 
records very fast, within 30 days of 
receipt ofjournal issues, and indepen- 
dent of product destination. 

Mark I11 went live on 13 
November 1987. Thenew system 
introduced many new features, includ- 
ing EMTREE, a facetted, hierarchical- 
ly structured thesaurus consisting of 
terms linked to codes and with their 
relationships fixed. It gradually 
replaced the traditional MALIMET 
dictionary and EMCLAS. 

The increased flexibility allowed 
EM to syphon current and retrospec- 
tive data off the database with compar- 
ative ease in order to make products on h 

Dittvbase Allstar Revh~ 

I n the early 80s the EMBASE production organisation was called DBSU (database service unit). DBSU 
used to be housed downtown in an airy mansion on the Herengracht and moved out to the Molenwerf 

(on the edge of Amsterdam) in 1985. Many staff will recall the 'DBSU Allstar Revue', a show especially 
written and performed by DBSU-ers to introduce themselves to their new colleagues. The revue's man, 

witty ditties included Terminal Blues (sung to A Spoonful of Sugar) which contained such memo- 
rable lines as 'Just a keystroke of typing makes the system go down, in the 

most delightful way.' 
Ah ... sweet memorie! 

7 
but hardly relevant 
now. The days of typ- 
ing abstracts into the 

database are well and 
truly gone in 
Amsterdam. Now all the 
material for EMBASE is 
scanned and the typists 
have become on-screen 

text editors, playing avital 
role in ensuring that all 
records in EMBASE - more 

than five million now - are 
100% correct and complete 
in every detail. 
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Abstract

lt’s easy to wax rhapsodic about a paperless electronic future. But back in the here and now. print is no bygone thing ol‘thc

past. Professional typographical designer Jolm Miles otlers a host of hints for dynamicjournal design. using today's typeset-

ting techniques. His article comes lrom ‘Typography lorjournals'. a paper presented at the ALPSP seminar ‘Journal design".

London. 17 June 1993 and published in L<’urm'tl Piil>lis/ling Vol.7 No.1 January 1994 pp ll-lo. Copyright ALPSP 1994.

Reprinted with kind permission.

K(’_t‘\\‘()l‘(/.\l' Typesettingjournals; Desktop menaces; Active layout; Lively results

l. Introduction
blurred the boundaries of responsibility between most ot‘ the

tasks in journal production. Writers and editors nd them-

Progress in technology may change the way things get dQiie_ selves making what are de facto design decisions; designers

but forthc1'Qad(;1'jt"5tl1¢ marks Qn paper th;\tmdt1@1~;md not take O11 $01116 Ol‘ the editorial role and l)OIl\ can lillitl them-

how you put them there.
selves. albeit reluctantly. doing the job of typesetters. This

No matter how sophisticated the equipment becgmgg or means that we all have to understand some ofthe basic rules

hgw mugh it Qhungcg t_h¢ human eye and hgibjtg ()fpQ[‘QQp[i()]'1 Oi‘ thumb Wllltlll make the dilTerencc between ll well set LlOCLl-

do not. Ephemeral fashion apart. typographic design and 1116111111111 K118115101‘-

layout has been developed over 500 years to help the reader For example. line length. For long passages of unbroken

QQ]]"[p1‘QhC1‘]d the mcggagc as quickly and Q-agily 315 pQg5jhl¢_ If lCXl. lll1CS Oli £ll)OLll (W11-65 characters Wlll give the mOs‘t C0111-

the output o1today"s technology is to communicate SL\(§QQ$g- fortable reading length. For shorter or more broken text the

fully between the author and the reader then it must be guid- eye can accept fewer character's. Anything much over 711

ed by the same design precepts and principles.
characters in a line can be tiring to read.

Then there is the choice of whether or not to justify the

setting or range it left. My own prelcrence is tor unjustified

setting because it should guarantee even word spacing. and

Novels are laid out as simple blocks of continuous text. not 11 g1V@$i1 11211111155510 111° P11g@11)’11111k111g111¢
1119519111119 111/11119

only because that‘s what the author wrote. but because they $111166 11611/V6611 00111111118. HOWC\/61'. ll‘ 111610 1119 11 1111 111‘ 1/91')’

are usually read voluntarily. at leisure and sitting down. 1<111gW<11115 ' 11/1119111111l§111\’1’¢11b°111¢°11$°111115¢1@11111‘1¢_l0111‘-

Everything dgpgnds on and CO1'nfQf‘[‘(\bl@ fcadjjjg Hill - lllCl1 SOIHC l1)/pl1€l1'clll()l1 be llCCCSSk1l'y 10 2tVOlLl ll1C

Journals. like other non-liction. may also be a sustained and 11111‘¢1‘131113¢$ 111 11116 16112111 116901111112 100 61111131116-

ggfjoug fcgd but 1101 alwayg bg \/Qluntkify 4 4 it “jay bg an JUSllflC£l SCllllTg Cblll lOOl( pOllLlCi'OLlS lltl lll 21 l1'tll'l'OW CO1-

unwilling chore. So the design needs to be more active; with umn there is a real chance ofrivers ofwhite running down the

the text broken up into digestible pieces and subheadings act- l'>11g@- 11‘ YQ11 111° %O111g 1911151111)’ 111911 11)’1111¢‘111111O11 119139111“

ing as a guide to the reader in nding his way about in a docu- 11111101111111-T119 11°11111115°11111¥-1 b11111 11119111051 P1'°g1'111115111'°

m¢iii_

particularly bad.

Readability is ii fiiiiciioii of thc wiiy typgf-(‘Q33 "\]'c As for headings. whether or not you use capitals may

arranged. This implies a balance between the image and 1161191111 911 W11111 1-“ 1114111111119 1° 3/°11~ 11111 111 1111)’ 9439- 111“/11%

space. Space in printing is like rests in music - - if you didirt look at all the headings before you start. A very long heading

have any. everything would be a continuous cacophony, The all in capitals may take up too intich room or be ditlicult to

space between characters should be less than that between the 1‘¢‘~111- 11‘ J/911 1111“ 1111)’ 1111111611119 W1111 111° 61111913 11')’ 19 $31 111°

words. and that between the lines greater than that between 111118 91195 9111- By 1116 $111116 191<°11 $111‘.l1°‘W°1'd 1113111111125 C1111

the words. This may seem obvious to the point otlbeing hard- 1<1111<10$111‘111¢Y '=11¢1101$11‘011g ¢11011g11-

ly worth saying. But the abandonment ofthis precept is often W119" 1151112 1111lT1@1'1111¢119\’1'61"¢11>‘*?
11¢ C1111$151¢111111111511111"

the cause ofdissatisfaetion with much ol‘today’s typesetting. 11121111111? 11-*6 011111111111 C'<1P11'¢11$- UW only 1011131‘-¢‘<1$¢ 1111‘ >‘1101‘1

linking words such as ‘the’. “a“. “to”, ‘of. ‘which etc.

2. Comfortable reading

3. Rules of thumb
4_ Tracking

So much depends on good typesettingpractice. The electron- One of the great menaces in desktop computers. and indeed

ic revolution has made typesetters of us all and indeed has all electronic typesetting. is the function called 'tracking'. by



which the space between characters in a line or group oflines ric arrangement allows for a more lively result and dynamic

is increased or closed up. This is often used to avoid a short use of space. partietilarly if illustrations are to be included.

line or just to get more words onto the page. This not only Spaceisasmuch a graphictool asrules and boxes and ithelps

reduces the legibility of the type but also changes the texture to think about it in the same way.

, ofthe page which l find very disagreeable.
People often seem afraid ofspace. lfthey see a white hole

L An unfortunate by-product of being able to reduce the inthe pagethey feel aniinpulseto fillii up.whercasthelayout

space between characters is that it can supplant the excellent would probably be greatly improved if that space were used

‘Q practice ofctitting the copy to fit. How many passages have imaginatively to set the text offto the best advantage. By the

been improved by a bit of enforced cutting‘? Today you can same token. there is no need to space out every page to fill the

squeeze it all in and make the text unreadable at the same column. If the page runs short. let it. lfyou space everything

time.

out to fill. it will not only look ugly but will change the

One of the great benefits of type cast in metal was that ‘eolour" ofthe text, which can be confusing.

someone who knew what he was doing fixed the character

space. and that was it. There was no way to get the characters

in a line of text any closer. Old compositors would smugly

stick their teeth and say ‘it's not rubber type you know’.

Today that's exactly what we have got you can squeeze it.

extend it. squash it and underline it but you caift necessarily

improve it.

5. Columns

You may ofcourse feel that journals do not need a dynamic

layout. but l am not so sure. Certainly l would agree that

your average reader of War lllltl Peace is unlikely to be look-

ing for typographical pyrotechnics. but the reader of a jour-

nal. no matter how dedicated, is likely to find it easier to com-

prehend and sustain their interest ifthc text is comfortable to ‘-

‘

read and interestingly laid out. After all. why should the tarts Fig L Whuny imemmml whim hm (52 X 7945 “Hm

Ofddvgrusmg d‘WayS be me bef“ drcsscdii
Space in printing is like rests in inusic if you didn't have any.

‘W?'i,:O1umn layout is Suited no ul_m_OSt any Sin FLil‘b_ everything would be a continuous cacophony.

ication. t is easy to manage; usua y giving a goot WIL t 1 or

comfortable reading. lt can be more economical of space 7_ Cmdusions

than a single column. For this reason it can be over-used and

dull tinless skilfully handled.
Many journals today are produced at least in part on some

Three columns is a good grid for getting a lively. active sort of desktop publishing system. This puts a greater

layout on a larger page such as A4. lt is economical, but the responsibility on the user. One ofthethings you have to come

narrow columns will probably dictate range-left setting and to terms with in DTP is the need to set yourself sufficiently

the use of a small type size. lt is a useful grid when text has to high standards.

be combined with illustrations and diagrams. or where the Editors are quite properly demanding oftheir typesetters

text has to be broken up with boxes and subsidiary matter. and printers. but once you start making up pages to the stan-

dard that you previously expected from your typesetter you

i
begin to appreciate why you couldn”t always ‘have it yester-

day“.
()fcourse great benefits are to be had from being able to

control much of the production process at your own key-

board. The leap from typescript and layout to a complete

spread viewed on screen has blown the printing industry wide

open. but it has not automatically transferred the skills need-

ed to achieve a professional result. neither has it given us

-i

more than 24 hours in a day. You have to decide just how

l
much ofthe production process you want to take on.

Betrand Russell defined two kinds of work: the first con-

sists of altering the position of matter in relation to the

earth’s surface; the second ofordering other people to do so.

As a designer I am very happy to tell other people where to

‘T

' put everything. but I would rather someone else shifted the

Fig. 2. Another intentional white hole (Sl .5 x 79.5 mm). Sluffm-Oumt_

Used imaginatively. space can set text off to the best advantage.
succcssfut typographic dcigm Whmhcy for an academic

journal or a tabloid newspaper. depends on the document

6- Space

fulfilling its function. and for it do that you have constantly

There is no doubt that the choice between a centred tsymmet- _C\F_“j ‘\1:i1_(it:l?i
Oi?;'f1:§V)C y.O3L‘]i;i:iiltli¥11\::

rie)or off-centred(asymmetric)layoutwill
profoundly affect ‘K my “dd U _]‘H_ ° “Sf I I y_O hqulii L._ iy C

the look and fed of puga Put Simply Ccmmd la)/Om is the woild how clevei the design oi the equipment is. is iaiely

"
the message the writer wants to convey.

likely to give a more static. restful design. while an asymmet- _l



ony Watts wasn't averse to 
the idea, when publishing 
editor Kostas Marinakis 
invited him, of arranging a 

W 
seminar in celebration of the 
50th volume of Biophysical 

Chemistry. 'It was attractive doing 
something for the journal, making a bit 
of a splash,' says Watts, 'so I agreed.' 

Hosted by APD Chemistry & 
Chemical Engineering, the seminar 
took place last May in the salubrious 
Chateau Marquette, a 13th century 
castle set in parkland outside 
Heemskerk, 40 km northwest of 
Amsterdam. The audience comprised 
some 40 internationally esteemed sci- 
entists, with 15 speakers including 
Watts himself and several of his editor- 
ial associates on Biophysical Chemistry 
giving talks on recent advances in the 
field. 

Elite vs Elitism 
61 

Commenting on the intent~onal~y 
small scale of the seminar, Watts says, 
'It was an intimate multidisciplinary 

l grouD that was able to discuss openly 

After every talk there were significant 
numbers of questions so the intimacy 
does have its payoff. 

'Another payoff is promotion,' he 
continues. 'Some of the people there 
had never even heard of Biophysical 
Chemistry. They were looking at it pos- 
sibly for the first time. If they do that 
more than once then they might start 
thinking about publishing in the jour- 
nal and even taking a subscription for 
their libraries.' 

In Watts' forthright view, the pay- 
o f f~  would be even greater if meetings 
were not held in expensive isolation 
but right next to a campus in university 
term time and if they were open to the 
widest constituency: graduates, under- 
graduates, anybody who wanted to 
come. 

'Scientists like to talk to lots of 
other people,' he reasons. 
'Immediately you set up the Marquette 
kind of meeting it becomes selective. 
We don't like that, we're "socialist" in 
that view. I think scientists on the 
whole have very "socialist" tendencies. 
Some journals are very successful 
because they have a society behind 

ns,. , :hem and everything jsppe_n To every: *.$$~,{>-,"?;; :$. ,.,> t*: * .  
4 ," * * & l ,  S ,  ? ..,,<,@l ~g 

Qr Anthony Watts is a don and 
Dr Anthony (Tony) Watts became principal researcher at Oxford University and the editor ,ophysi emistryin 

new principal editor of Biophysical 1994, taking over from Professor Michel 
Mandel (now founding honorary editor) who 

:hemistry. In his forthright opinion, was at the helm when the journal was 
launched 20 years ago. 

'Much more research is done than is Elsevier can best support the scientific ,, good ,, 
community it serves by spreading the Watts. 'I don't think journals should become 

dustbins. Biophysical Chemistry has a good 

ospel of science to the widest reputation associated with it because it 
accepts only high quality papers. I give all 

tituency possible credit to Professor Mandel and the referees 
on the editorial advisory board for setting the 

I: journal's very high standard.' 
I 

one. As soon as you come into the pri- 
vate sector then this kind of elitist thing 
happens - us sitting round in a cosy 
little room talking about science and 
excluding everybody else.' 

But surely scientists themselves are 
elitist? As they say, a journal is only as 
good as the elite names on its front 
cover. 'Okay,' Watts concedes, 'many 
of the names associated with 
Biophysical Chemistry are giants in the 
field, they really are the top people. But 
there are two different uses of the word 
elite. Here it means havingextremely 
well-respected scientists supporting a 
journal and refereeing its quality. This 
elitism gives quality and standard to 
thejournal so that others will also 
want to be involved, through publica- 
tion. You need those people to main- 
tain the quality. If you don't, subscrip- 
tions will stop and the journal will die.' 

Practical Help 

'I think a good way of serving science is 
to distribute journals to as many peo- 
ple as possible by whatever mechanism 
available. Get the journal seen and its 
quality acknowledged, get graduate 



t u d e n t s  reading it. When they are peo- hvadinu Molecular Space by- - - - 
?le in authority;hey can organise sub- 
scriptions for their own libraries. It's a 
simple marketing philosophy but of 

T o n y  Watts studies the structure of protein molecules in living cell membranes- the first point of 
1 contact cells have with the outside world. 'If we take in a drug or any foreign component,' he explains, 

:ourse,' Watts stops a moment, 'con- 
strained by financial considerations, as 
always.' 

Watts feels that every author pub- 
lishing in Biophysical Chemistry - " . 
should not only get the usual free 
reprints of their paper but also a free 
copy of the issue. 'Then authors won't 
just focus on their own papers, they'll 
read other people's as well and will 
start looking at the journal more often. 
Widening the distribution would be a 
practical help. These kinds of touches 

, make a journal feel worthwhile.' 
He maintains that colour illustra- 

tions, too, significantly increase the 
attractiveness of a journal but in some 
cases, 'publishers' costs to the author 
for these is prohibitive and I think this 

1 is a short-sighted pricing policy.' 
Watts also believes that publishing 

, informative review articles enhances 
/ the value ofjournals. 'Reviews are 
1 hard work to write - I know because I 
' 

do them myself and luckily I've got a 

I good bunch of graduates to help - but 
they're absolutely essential, because 

1 that's where people go first. They'll 
1 read the review and then go on to the 

primary data papers. Again,' Watts 
adds, 'I'd make sure the review author 
gets a copy of the issue as well as 
reprints.' 

p Considering the very real expense 
of publishing science, giving away 
many copies of journals would only 
add to the already high cost. 'But it's 
an investment,' counters Watts, 'and 
long-term investments, I'm afraid, do 
not tally with short-term financialism. 
The short term is what drives every- 
thing- not just publishing, look at 
politics and academia as well - and 
that worries a lot of scientists in the 
field. You've got to look at it as an 
investment for the future, especially in 
an area such as biophysics.' 

What else can Elsevier do to help 
the journal and the scientists it sup- 
ports? 

'Invest in meetings, ' Watts replies 
quickly. 'Journals are essential because 
the factual information is there. But 
the meeting side is also important 
because they yield special issues. One 
or two special issues of Biophysical 
Chemistry have been outstanding and 
that needs to be continued fproceed- 
ings of the Marquette meeting will 
appear in a special issue]. It would help 

'be it from a headache pill or avirus particle, the active component has to interact with the outer mem- 
brane of our cells. Understanding what that looks like, the moleculararchitecture of the outer membrane, 
is a major problem. We can identify many of the tens of thousands of proteins that are around a m 

,. brane, but to date we know the structure of only two.' 
' : Watts's research team at Oxford University has developed a new method for directly resolving ato 

details of membrane proteins without using the technically difficult approach of x-ray diffraction. Th 
71e who resolved the structure of the first protein by x-ray methods about seven years ago were awa 
he Nobel Prize -a measure of the difficulty, even now, and importance of this work. 'Our metho 

ting at membrane proteins is now causing significant interest, especially from pharmaceutical compa- 
nies,' says Watts, 'but such work is a joint effort and moves slowly. Long-term dedication and investme 
is vital to make the methods routine and generally accepted, which they will become!' 

Watts says he gets a buzz from variety. That's mainly why he agreed to become principal editor of 
BiophysicalChemistry. Devoted to the physics and chemistry of biological phenomena, the journal covers 
the full gamut of global research in the field. 'I'd stagnate if the journal's scope was any narrower,' Watts 
admits. 'We aim to keep moving with the subject, not stay still. 

'The most significant advance recently is computation. When we started 20 years ago we just had 
hand calculators, if that. Now we use computers to capture and analyse large amounts of dataand do cal- 
culations that even a couple of years ago were impossible. With our traditional machines plugged into the 
computer, we can feed in experimental data and, much like a game of space invaders, represent molecules 
on a TV screen to test out the theoretical models and better understand the physics and chemistry of bic 
ogy with obvious implications throughout science.' 

Besides conducting research, Watts has afull teaching schedule in Oxford's Department of 
Biochemistry. 'Clearly one can't take on the task of editing a journal without good administrative help. I'm 
in the very privileged position of having my secretary Liz Mitchell looking after our computerised referee- 
ing and tracking system. You can't run a journal without that kind of professional support. Publishers 
should never underestimate the time and financial commitment of the editors, who are also scientists, 
have in keeping their journals (and profits) going.' 

i~ you sponsored or CO-sponsored more papers in from some of them. T h a ~  s a ' , . '  S 
open but focused meetings. very good way of promoting journals. 

Watts elaborates, 'If I had a sug- 'But make it for the widest audi- 
gestion about a particular area that ence,' Tony Watts entreats. 'I think 
needs to be supported and Elsevier you have to do that because seminars 
came along and said we think this area and publishing papers are the only two 
is good, here is half the funding, get the vehicles scientists have for telling oth- 
other half from somewhere else and go ers what they are doing. If two hun- 
off and organiseg two or three-day dred people hear about a good journal 
seminar, that would be a big help to at a meeting, they will all tell another 
people like me. I would get other peo- two hundred. It's like spreading the 
ple interested in the journal and get gospel.' H 

Delegates 
enioying a sunny 
pause in the 
proceedings of 
'Recent Advances 
in BlophysIcal 

seminar was 
sponsored by 
Elsevier to mark 
publication of 
Volume 60 of 
BlophysIcal 
Chemlshy. 
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in the 
Face ofcalamity 

alamity struck Lausanne 
at 250 a.m. on 29 June, 
when four railway wag- 
ons were accidentally 
derailed six hundred 

metres west of the main station - and 
the ofiice building of Elsevier Science 
SA. 

Two of the wagons were carrying 
about 80,000 litres of toxic and volatile 
epichlorohydrin, some of which spilled 
onto the track. The immediate dangers 
of poisonous fumes and explosions led 
the authorities to wake and evacuate 
1200 people from the neighbourhood 
and close three schools. All rail and 
road traffic was stoooed within a . . 
radius of one kilometre of the danger 
area and the perimeter was cordoned 
off to casual passers-by. 

The derailment took place 600 metres down Next morning, as firemen started 
the line from ESSA's offices in Lausanne. clearing the chemical mess (a danger- 

ous job that would take days to com- 
plete), ESSA staff improvised travel 
arrangements and began trickling into 
the office, open as normal. By mid- 
morning everyone who could or 
should have come to work was present. 
Some people living outside Lausanne 
were hampered by the lack of trains, 
others were on holiday, and two were 
away travelling on business: managing 
director Herman Frank was at a con- 
ference in Florence; financial con- 
troller Bernadette Kooloos was 
attending a meeting in Amsterdam. 

In Frank's absence, following the 
procedures outlined in ESSA's 
Continuity Plan, general manager Tim 
~ e v e n ~ o r i  immeiiately convened a 
meeting of the Recovery Team. Set up 
to manage the Continuity Plan (whose 
latest revision was distributed just days 
before the accident), the team consists 
of five people plus alternate members 
to cover for absences. Each person is 
responsible for a specific function. 
With Devenport (managementlgeneral 
coordination) that day were Eve 
Jaquier (production), Pascal Vionnet 
(financeladmin), Peter Mujtaba (com- 
puter systems) and Maria Daniels 
(office services). Carla Bryois (person- 
nel services) was co-opted onto the 
team. Later in the week, with the situa- 
tion apparently stabilized and Tim 
Devenport away in Amsterdam on 
business, she took over in day-to-day 
charge. 

Valuable Lessons 

L Quickly the team opened lines of com- 
b munications with the emergency ser- 

vices to investigate precisely what the 
B actual risks were. 'We had to be con- 

vinced there was no danger to life W 4 
limb if we kept the office open,' 
Devenport explains, 'but the authori- 

1 ties assured us there was no immediate 
life-threatening risk.' 



ESSA Continuity Team members involved in the response to the rail accident (I-r): Carla 
Bryois, Tim Devenport, Janneke Sorber (ESW local contact), Peter Mujtaba, Maria Danlels 
and Pascal Vlonnet. Eve Jaquler Is absent. 

However, the authorities couldn't 
guarantee an uninterrupted power 
supply - an electrical spark could 
have set off an explosion - and so the 
Recovery Team swung the ESSA 
Contingency Plan into action. 
Devenport says, 'We carried out an 
orderly shut-down of our VAX com- 
puter system and the local area net- 
work it supports so that we wouldn't 
lose or scramble any data if the elec- 
tricity was suddenly cut off. For the 
same reason we asked staff and visitors 
not to use the lift (elevator) up to our 

gpffices on the fourth floor. We didn't 
want anyone to get stuck!' 

Meanwhile, Devenport had been in 
contact with Hennan Frank in 
Florence, as well as senior managers in 
Amsterdam and Oxford. and the deci- 
sion was taken to carry on as best as 
possible under the circumstances. 
Throughout the day ESSA staff kept in 
touch with Gerard Roza. As the data 
manager who has formulated 
Amsterdam's Cqntinuity Plan, Roza 
has played an influential role in 
encouraging staff at other locations to 
create their own Continuity Plans (see: 
May It Never Happen in ES W716, 
1992). 

Devenport says, 'Gerard was most 
helpful and gave us some very useful 
technical comments and suggestions. 
It's funny, isn't it, you know you've got 
a Continuity Plan but you never dream 
that one day you'll wake up and have 
to use it. It's only when you actually 
put such a plan into actiotf Pnff you 
find out where things might possibly be 
arranged better. We learned some 

valuable lessons from the experience, 
which will feed directly into future 
updates of the plan.' 

Luckily, no one at ESSA was 
injured by the accident, though several 
people from the emergency services 
working on the spillage required treat- 
ment. Indeed, the only real hardship 
suffered by ESSA staff was caused by 
the potential threat posed by the nox- 
ious fumes - and the wonderful sum- 
mer weather with temperatures in 
excess of 30°C. All the office windows 
facing the railway station had to be 
kept closed, making life extremely hot 
for all the staff inside. 

Unpleasant Postscripts 

On the following Friday (July l) the 
incident flared up again, when the 
emergency services turned their atten- 
tion to lifting another wagon onto the 
rails, this time containing thionyl chlo- 
ride (another super-nasty chemical; see 
Corrosive Chemicals). The authorities 
feared that there might be the risk of 
explosion. As a precautionary measure 
the ESSA office was evacuated just 
before midday and remained closed 
that afternoon. 

'They finally got the emptied wag- 
ons back onto the track,' Devenport 
says, 'and sent them off eastward to the 
Ciba-Geigy plant at Monthey. But 
there's a postscript. At fitre o'clock 
Saturday afternoon, one of what the 
Swiss press are calling the "bewitched" 
or "cursed" wagons derailed again in 
the Lausanne suburb of Lutry, only 
about five kilometres away. But this 

time, fortunately, they were empty.' 
As if two cases of bad luck weren't 

enough, a third case struck Lausanne 
shortly afterwards. Devenport says, 
'I'm hesitant about adding yet another 
postscript, but yes, the Gare de 
Lausanne did experience a fire - unre- 
lated to the train accident - on Friday 
8 July, when the roof and uppermost 
storey of one wing of the station were 
extensively damaged. We had a grand- 
stand view of very large flames and 
loads of fire brigade activity.' 

Despite this last(?) calamity, ESSA 
staff kept their cool and conducted 
business as usual. 

Corrosive Chemicals 

E pichlorohydrin is a toxic, volatile and inflammable liq- 
uid. This small chlorine-containing molecule is mainly 

used in the manufacture of epoxy resins and highly resistant 
glues (such as Araldite) in conjunction with a reactive hard- 
ening agent. Highly corrosive, it can severely burn the skin 
and eyes. It evaporates when it gets into contact with the air. 
When inhaled, it irritates the respiratory tracts even if 
absorbed in very small amounts. In higher concentrations it 
can have severe effects, such as pulmonary oedema. 
Epichlorohydrin is soluble in water, from which it is difficult 
to separate out. However, the risk of polluting the aquatic 
environment is fairly small because this very reactive mole- 
cule rapidly decomposes. The substance involved in the 
Lausanne incident came from Dow Chemical (Germany) and 
ic n ~ t  produced in Switzerland. 

Thionyl chloride, another small chlorine-bearing com- 
pound of the chemical formula SOCI,, is also inflammable 
and potentially explosive when in contact with air. It was 
described by the chief of the Swiss chemical p r o t e c t i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~  
vice as 'the most corrosive substance in existence.' :y$k6;5,:8 

High-level investigations are continuing in Switzerland 
into the causes of the train accident. An immediate ban on 
the carriage of hazardous chemicals on the Swiss Federal 
Railways has been ratified by the government and will stay in 
effect whilst safer procedures and routing are decided upon. 
Josiane Alwachiflim Devenoort 



Oscar L.: 
Dscar Mendonqa Dias has a taste for 

ast motion, whether that comes from 1 1 
peed-sailing on sand or the ocean, i I 1 

1 

acing go-karts or Alfa Romeos, or 

the speed of EMBAST 1 

0 
scar Mendonqa likes moving 
fast. At Excerpta Medica 
(Secondary Publishing 
Division, Amsterdam) since 
197 1, Oscar has moved in 
and out of very many jobs in 
the 23 years he's been with 

the company. 'I've always been a little 
mover,' he says with a grin peeping 
through his beard. 'Upwards, down- 
wards or sideways, the direction never 
mattered so long as I was moving.' 

Oscar's taste for motion developed 
young. 'As a kid racing go-karts in 
Estoril, near Lisbon (Portugal), where 
I come from, I badly wanted to be a 
real racing driver. It was my dream.' 

Flash forward to adolescence. 
With excellent school marks behind 
him, Oscar was seriously considering 
taking up racing as a profession when 
his father held up the stop sign. 'He 
said no, go on with your studies,' Oscar 
remembers. 'He wanted me to take 
over the family tobacco and coffee 
import business but I didn't feel much 
for it and decided to study something 
he really didn't favour - sociology.' 
Due to Oscar's age (only 16) he was 
given special dispensation to enter the 
Institute of Social Sciences, part of the 
University of Lisbon. 

Aged 18 and after a study inter- 
mezzo of one year, Oscar went to the 
Sorbonne in Paris to study French and 
philosophy. He enjoyed Paris, where 
he discovered his feel for languages 
(besides Portuguese, he's fluent in 
Spanish, French, Italian, English and 

Em.,wrw, ,,,.,,.,er ol data ,.,,.,, . ,~d  journals ~~~LI.IIIUII., V.CaI III.IIuuII~a Y V ~ S  

at ease in his Moienwerl office. 

Dutch) yet frustration was mounting traffic management, unpackingjour- 
because, 'what I really wanted to do nals and photocopying. The work suit- 

ed him just fine because, 'in the begin- 
ning I had only racing on my mind.' 

It took a while for the dream to 
come true. First came marriage to a 
Dutch woman and the birth of son 
Marlon (he's just finished his degree, 
aged 21 -like father, like son). Then 
Oscar began his peripatetic existence at 
Excerpta, skipping from job to job in 
EMBASE departments. Every two 
years it seems he did something else. 
All the while he was saving to buy a 
touring car to strip down and (you 
guessed it) go racing. 

Fast forward again, several years 
and an amicable divorce later. Oscar is 
playing guitar in a rhythm & blues 
band, jamming the night away with 
friends in an Amsterdam cafk, when he 
catches the eye of the Portuguese 
woman who was to become his second 
wife: Isabel. 'Love at first sight,'con- 
fides Oscar, adding with a laugh, 'well 
it was for me, anyway. We married in 
198 1 and Marlon came t6 live w U ~ g . 1 ' ~  

when he was ten.' 
By now Oscar had come to terms 

with the idea that he would never be a 
professional racing driver. So he decid- 

was racing.' Even so, he held on for a 
year before dropping out of the 
Sorbonne and nipping over to 
Snetterton in England to follow a rac- 
ing driver's course given by the famous 
Jim Russell. 

Oscar did well on that course and 
hoped it would gain him entry to the 
closed circuit of professional drivers. 
But, pragmatic as always, he says, 'The 
racing world was not waiting for that 
little Portuguese guy so I went back 
home, finished my degree (aged 21) 
and then took off again, but this time 
for Holland.' 

Racina Romance 

Peace, love and hippieness- 
Amsterdam was the place to be in the 
early 70s. Oscar Mendonqa arrived in 
1971 looking for a job to fund his 
dream of becoming a racing driver. 
'Like about everybody else from 
abroad, I discovered Excerpta Medica. 
Somebody said, try Excerpta, they'll 
probably have something for you even 
if you don't speak Dutch yet. So I did,' 
says Oscar simply. His first job was in 



ed to do it as a hobby, having finally 
scraped the money together to buy his 
first racing car. 'I raced several cars in 
different classes, even did a few races in 
the two-litre formula Ford class, ' he 
says, 'but the cars I loved and raced the 
most were Alfa Romeos.' 

Doing his own meticulous engi- 
neering, Oscar raced at Zandvoort 
(Holland) as well as in Germany, 
England and Belgium with Isabel on 
the sidelines cheering him on. 'She 
made it possible for me to go racing,' 
acknowledges Oscar. 'She believed in 
me and gave me all the support I need- 
ed even though she was sometimes 
afraid. If you're serious about racing 
you're always looking for the limit and 
you're bound to have a few accidents 
along the way.' In fact Oscar wrecked 
three cars in his racing days but, three 
times lucky, walked away unharmed. 

He continued racing until he was 
convinced he had achieved the best 
level he could - the Dutch National 
Championships. 'When I was satisfied, 
f stopped,'he says. 'Just like that. It's 
funny, but that's the way it goes.' 

Special Style 

L Now Oscar turned his interest back to 
work 'and finally began taking it seri- 
ously.' By the mid-80s he'd moved to 

"where all the action was, in EMBASE a ata input' and seeing a gap, suggested 
"0 management that a training unit, be 
set up for the data input operators 
(DIOs, now called text editors). As 
head of that training unit and, later, 
head of the DIOs, Oscar gained a thor- 
ough understanding and knowledge of 
EMBASE production processes - 
good background for his present posi- 
tion in which he reports to operations 
manager Miriam* Winkel. 

In all, Oscar is responsible for a 
staff of 30 in Amsterdam and the coor- 
dination of data capture activities in 
Scotland and New York on behalf of 
EMBASE. Data capture covers four 
main activities: (l) journals acquisi- 
tion, in which Oscar is assisted by 
Ursula Viveen and Eileen Cockroft; (2) 
collection management, supervised by 
Ing Marie Johansson; (3), source pro- 
cessing: article selection, editing and 
specialist indexing, managed by Mary 
Carpenter, and (4) q- 
and validation, managed by Willem 
van Norde. 

Amazingly many people in data 
capture have been at Excerpta as long 
or even longer than Oscar and have 
moved with him through the myriad 
mutations that have turned EMBASE 
into the incredibly fast operation it is 
today. Take four on-screen editors, for 
instance. Marrie Gans has been with 
Excerpta Medica since 1955 (nearly 40 
years), Hugo Hernandez and Heleen 
Schelfhorst have just marked 20 years, 
and Pauline Samolin, who marked her 
20th milestone earlier this year, feels 
she has known him 'since the year dot'. 

After all this time, the 'oldtimers' 
among the data capture staff know 
him well. What's he like to work with? 
Marrie finds him approachable and 
understanding. 'It can depend on his 
mood if he wants to listen to you,' she 
points out, 'but that's alright, I think 
he's a nice boss.' 

Hugo started out with Oscar back 
in the old coding department. 'He 
hasn't changed much since then,' says 
Hugo. 'He's a jovial man, easy to get 
on with, but I find he keeps himself 
more at a distance now. It's probably 
to do with his job.' 

Mary Carpenter joined Elsevier 16 
years ago and moved from APD's 
camera-ready copy department to 
Excerpta a few months ago. 'I knew 
nothing about EMBASE when I 
arrived but Oscar trained me very well. 
He's not only my immediate boss but 
also my mentor. He's always precise 
and to the point and very professional. 
You always know where you stand 
with Oscar and I think that's good.' 

Willem van Norde has been with 
Excerpta for ten years, but only began 
working directly with Oscar at the end 
of 1993. 'He's got a very special style of 
managing,' considers Willem. 'He's 
likely to delegate work instead of doing 
it himself and relies on the knowledge, 
skill and experience of his staff. He 
gives you a lot of freedom to use your 
own creativity in the job and I like that 
verv much.' 

Relative newcomer (five years with 
Excerpta) Merc6 Ybarra hails from 
Spain and like Hugo, a Mexican, much 
appreciates Oscar's almost perfect 
command of Spanish. 'He's 
spontaneous and can be 
quitechapge@Er;,' she 
says..'~.hb&'~t's very , 
P O ~ C S C  of OWaE to 
be like that.' 

Mediterranean manners apart, 
Oscar himself knows that his occa- 
sional, somewhat blunt tendency 'to 
rush in and tell things straight out' can 
be startling to staff. 'But,' he explains, 
'people know I won't play silly games. 
They know I'm straightforward and if 
something has to be said, I won't bot- 
tle it up. You have to be careful when 
you're responsible for and working 
with so many people. It's not always 
easy, but one of the most rewarding 
aspects of my job is definitely the 
human interaction.' 

Another aspect Oscar finds 
rewarding is the key work he is con- . 
tributing to enhancing the speed of 
data capture. 'When I began at 
Excerpta, it wasn't a very logical 
process.' He reflects, 'Just imagine, in 
the old days we coded everything, key- 
boarded everything, corrected every- 
thing, and then corrected the correc- 
tions again. It all took months to 
process! 

'But now with the new technology 
available to us, scanning and on- 
screen text editing, it takes 19 days on 
average from start to finish. We're 
very proud of that, but we haven't 
stopped yet. Now the race is on to get 
the entire throughput time down to 
just 15 days to remain ahead of our 
competition. With all the energy 
everyone is putting into it, I'm sure 
we'll get there soon.' 

For Oscar Mendon~a Dias, 
what better challenge? The faster, 
the better, indeed. W 

/ 

Pro circuit raclng 
days in the part, to 
lsabel Mendonw'r 
undoubted mllef, 
Oscar now Indulges 
hls love for speed 
by racing this 'clgar 
on three wheels' on 
the hard-packed 
sands of the Dutch 
island Tenchelllng. 
Oscar and labe l  
also h 8 ~  a 
seaworthy 35-footer 
called 'Olisi(lo', tBa 
ancient Gmek name 
for thek blrSIplace, 
Llsbon. Time and 
fair weRAer 
permHtlng, they 
like nothing better 
than pacldng thelr 
hunllng dogs, Pluto 
and Dlana, on 
board and salllng 
across the 
Ikelmeer. 



R emember the suggestion to run an equivalent to the Bookseller's 
odd title of the year award (ESW9/1)? Well now, Jim Cooper 

and Cheri Lloyd, amongst assorted other editors at Elsevier Geo 
Abstracts in Norwich, have put together the oddest bunch of titles - 
guaranteed to raise the odd giggle; evidence provided on request - 
from the scientific abstracts they have edited. This curious collection 
was originally published in Geo's own in-house rag, the subversive 
By George!, and is reprinted with kind permission. 

Daily torpor in afree-ranging goatsucker, the common Poorwill 
(Phalaenoptilus nuttallii) 

Aversion of domestic fowl to whole-body vibratory motion 
Nonadaptive clutch sizes in tits 
A new approach to overcoming ayearling Holstein bull's complete lack of 

motivation to mounting 
The effects of power failure on the behavior of European wild rabbits at 

electric fences 
Copulatory behavior and related phenomena in spiny mice (Acomys cahiri- 

nus) and hopping mice (Notomys alexis) 
Mate retention, harassment, and the evolution of ungulate leks 
Boring algae in a middle Devonian dermal plate and diagenesis in the can- 

cellated bone 
Categorical wombling: Detecting regions of significant change in spatially 

located categorical variables 
MlRlAM -A  space-borne sun occultation experiment for atmospheric trace 

gas spectroscopy 
The sex life of the foot and shoe 
Shoe spill in the North Pacific 
Countercurrent flooding in pipes containing multiple elbows and an orifice 
Modelling large-bubble formation at submerged orifices 
Suction dip, liquid residual and slosh wave excitation during liquid draining 

in microgravity 
Dewatering of cakes 

Which one takes the prize? Answers on apostcardplease. - Ed. 

R esearch reports that merit a 
trip to the library: 

Injuries due to Falling 
Coconuts by Peter Barss, The 
Journalof Trauma, vol. 24, no. 
l l ,  1984, pp. 990-99 1. The 
abstract reads in part: 'A Cyear 
review of trauma admissions to 
the Provincial Hospital, Alotau, 
Milne Bay Province, reveals that 
2.5% of such admissions were 
due to being struck by falling 
coconuts. Since mature coconut 
palms may have a height of 24 up 
to 35 meters and an unhusked 
coconut may weigh 1 to 4 kg, 
blows to the head of a force 
exceeding 1 metric ton are 
possible.' 

Do Men Lie on Fear Surveys? 
by K.A. Pierce and D.R. 
Kirkpatrick, Behavioral 
Research and Therapy, vol. 30, 
no. 4, July 1992, pp. 415-418. 
The authors conclude that the 
answer to this question is yes. 

Reprinted with permision from 
The mini-Annals of Improbable 
Research, (mini-AIR), editedby 
Marc Abrahams andpublished on 
Znternet by The Annals of 
Improbable Research and The 
MIT Museum. NB: See Loek van 
Vollenhoven's coconutty tribute 
to Mari Pijnenborg in ESW 814, 
1993. Back issues are available on 
request. W 
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Regards, 
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Dowr - r Satisfied I Crackins a Cross Word 
Sibearian 

Y eter Berkvens, head desk edi- P it your wits against this set of cryptic clues compiled for ES Wby 
tor for Analytica Chimica Shannon desk editors Gerry Gallagher, Kerry McGann and 

Acta, recently received this Wendy Bibby. Send your answers (on a postcard) to 18 across and 12 
delightful letter from a satisfied down to be a contender for a cracking good prize, to be announced 
Siberian author: with the crossword solution in the next issue. Tea-break puzzlers: 

'Thank you very much for Add 'time to completion' (verified by witnesses) for the entire cross- 
your amiable letter. Analytica word if you'd like to enter in the Hot Shot Award category. . . Chimica Acta is the most author- 

tion of the recycling &ins rev& 
about the value of this particul* 

itative Journal for analytical 
chemists of the whole world. It is 
a very great honour for 'lonely 
Siberian bear' to publish paper in 
this Journal. I would like to 
thank you and the other workers 
of the editorial staff greatly for 
your troubles on improving of 
my paper.' B 

Longest Snake 

C ontinuing the east European 
theme in our mailbag 

review, here's a note from a sci- 
entist in Latvia that was sent to 
Eugene Wijnhoven and passed on 
to us by Marielle Plukker from 
APD Chemistry & Chemical 
Engineering: 'Thank you for 
your letter! Can you send me a 
copy of revised instructions for 
authors? I wish to catch the 
longest snake in the world.' 

Marielle wonders if someone 
knows the meaning of the last 
sentence. Is it perhaps an old 
Latvian saying? ~ n s w e r s  on a 
postcard please. B 

1 Eiflht Easy Steps 

S6quoia S.A. 
S'quwa S A 

S C q k * ~ &  s A 

sC1~*ec  8b 

SCI twac ~b 

SCIENC6uv 

SCIENCE2 
SCIENCES 

Created by Pascal Mettraux and 
contributed by Herman Frank 
Lausanne B 

Across 
5. Asharp young man. (5) 
8. How to produce these books - correct the style using one mixed up boy? (8) 
9. Old testament song, under a southern tree. (5) 
10. Want lessened and altered without cause. (8) 
11. This girl put awager on each end of the telly. (5) 
14. Sums up one theologian. (3) 
16. Permitsall the female pig. (6) 
17. Rioted, confused, and employed by Elsevier? (6) 
18. Writer.(3) 
20. Long for12 months plusthe first of November. (5) 
24. Notebook publications. (8) 
25. Put serif backwards?This will make you hot underthe collar. (5) 
26. Give responsibility to representative. (8) 
27. Fashion TIPS gone south. (5) 

Down 
1. A runner might be full of these. (5) 
2. Imperial distances. (5) 
3. Difficult to find in Holland. (5) 
4. Fresh and new. (6) 
6. One may catch food poisoningfrom grubby tie rails. (8) 
7. Take it away. (8) 
12. Crazy eastern servile work-place? (8) 
13. Add one to the clue to getthe answer. (8) 
14. Cleo's pet. (3) 
15. Study of lions. (3) 
19. Wears away by massaging sore ed. (6) 
21. Essential underwear for desk editors? (5) 
22. Tin man barges on this. (5) 
23. Like a writing instrument made from this tree. (5) 



10 Years 
J. Alwachi Lausanne 
L.J. Bakker Amsterdam 
I. Beecroft Lausanne 
G.L.M. Bruens Amsterdam 
K. Cavellero Tarrytown 
R. Collins Shannon 
E. Crompton Amsterdam 
C. Dow Oxford 
S.M. Duym Amsterdam 
C.M.H. Groot Amsterdam 
E.M.D. Hoorneman Amsterdam 
P. Kalf Amsterdam 
S.M. Kristoffersson Amsterdam 
N. Kwakkelstein Amsterdam 
M.C. Lammers Amsterdam 
A. Morgan Oxford 
V. Ong New York 
A. Phillips Tarrytown 
A. Prothro New York 

15 Years 
G. Broadway Oxford 

20 Years 
S.D. Burgmans Amsterdam 
H. Hernandez Amsterdam 
H.J.M. Schelfhorst Amsterdam 
G.P. van Veen Amsterdam 
C.L. van Wersch-Alicata 
Amsterdam 

30 Years 
J.M. Aarts Amsterdam 
C.A. Beth Amsterdam 
P.J. van den Berg Amsterdam 
P.J. Hoff Amsterdam 
H.T. Ostendorf Amsterdam 

Editorial Cartoons Any Subject - 
Mike Flanagan +44 2 S 6 - 7 0 3 0 0 4 

Ian Irvine has been appointed co- 
chairman of Reed Elsevier plc 
following Peter Davis's resigna- 
tion. John Mellon has joined the 
executive committee and now 
shares operating responsibilities 
with Loek van Vollenhoven. The 
executive committee thus com- 
prises Pierre Vinken and Ian 
Irvine, as co-chairmen, Loek van 
Vollenhoven, Nigel Stapleton, 
chief financial officer, plus 
John Mellon 

€S&\/ Amsterdam 
In addition to his duties as chair- 
man of Elsevier Science, James 
Kels has assumed ad interim 
responsibility for ESBV 
Personnel & Organisation, effec- 
tive until a permanent successor 
is appointed to Gee Baars, who 
has left the company to start his 
own management consultancy. 
Karel Leeflang is appointed APD 
marketing director, effective 
until a permanent successor to 
Roland Dietz (now ESIISPD 
senior vice-president) is appoint- 
ed. Karel performs his new role 
in addition to his work with SPD 
and the Royal Dutch Publishers 
Association 

Welcome to newcomers Irene 
Beers, who has joined the com- 
pany as a trainee reporting ini- 
tially to APD publishing director 
Henk van der Rijst, and Frans 
Lekkerkerken who has joined 
SPD's Automation Department 
as an analystlprogrammer 
reporting to Anne van der Rest 

Jyoti Patel, formerly with SPD, 
has moved to APD as secretary 

to the BBA editorial office, 
reporting to publisher Martin 
Tanke. Desk editor Dirk de Heer 
has become an editorial office 
manager in the Agri editorial 
office, reporting to publisher 
Tilly Sijpesteijn, and Yvonne 
Zwart from CRC has moved to 
the Management Information 
Office as traffic coordination 
manager, reporting to Jan 
Ruijgrok 

After 30 years of dedication to 
Elsevier's book and journal pro- 
gramme, Henk Ostendorf is 
taking advantage of the early 
retirement scheme. His replace- 
ment as manager of the Book 
Department in Amsterdam is 
Angelika Lex, previously manag- 
er of the Proceedings Unit within 
APD Medical, Pharmaceutical & 
Biological Sciences. After 15 
years with Elsevier, Cor Vis from 
Accounts Receivable is taking 
advantage of the early retirement 
scheme. Other leavers include 
Louis ter Meer from Group 
Planning & Development, after 
15 years with EIsevier, Jan 
Potharst from Media Technolo- 
gy Development, after 14 years, 
and Ben Snijder, head of Infra- 
structural Services. Frans van 
Son is taking over some of Ben's 
responsibilities ad interim 

ESIL Shannon 
Thea Schenk, formerly a journal 
cluster coordinator in APD 
Biochemistry, Neuroscience & 
Microbiology has been appoint- 
ed coordinating editor, reporting 
to ESIL general manager Rein 
van Charldorp and replacing Ian 
Beecroft who after two years sec- 
ondment in Shannon has 
returned to Lausanne to work on 
various projects for both ESSA 
and ES . 

ESSA Lausanne 
Hildegund Spaargaren (see ES W 
912) has been appointed 
Database Marketing project 
manager in Amsterdam. Her suc- 
cessor as ESSA marketing man- 
ager will be appointed in due 

course. It was Anne Schlaefli who 
joined ESSA's subscription 
department, replacing Joy 
Fookes who left the company, 
and not the other way around 
(Joy replacing Anne) as was stat- 
ed in ES W912 

ESL Oxford 
Now also reporting to Peter 
Shepherd, publishing director 
Journals and Reference Works, 
as well as Mike Boswood, ESL 
managing director, Anna Moon 
has been promoted to Publishing 
and Support Services director 

Norwich 
Welcome to two newcomers at 
Elsevier Geo Abstracts, Suzanne 
Brown, editor of the Fluid 
Abstracts series, and Theresa 
Brown, technical editor of World 
Textile Abstracts 

ESI New York 
Joseph Barrett has joined ESI 
New York as a marketing man- 
ager in the Biomedical Journal- 
Group led by Joan Parker. 

) Congratulations 

E lsevier Science Ltd reached 
the finals for network project 

of the year at the internationally 
attended Networks 1994 show in 
Birmingham (UK). The new 
data network at Oxford Spires 
(the Kidlington building) 
received special praise from the 
judges and was highly commend- 
ed for technical design, and was 
runner-up in the competition. 

Network support manager 
Tony Treadwell and two mem- 
bers of the network team, 
Andrew Kirkby and Mark Allan, 
attended the awards ceremony to 
receive the award. 

Elsewhere in the Reed 
Elsevier family, another c o m p 9 ~ ~  .. 
ny also received special praise: 
Elsevier Opleidingen (Training 
Programmes) directed by 
Josephine Monker who for many 
years was director of 



Personnel C Organisation a1 

After a successful screening 
of Elsevier Opleidingen's quality 
system by Lloyd's Register 
Quality Assurance, the company 
received the NEN-IS0 9001 cer- 
tificate for the management and 
development of technical docu- 
mentation and training pro- 
grammes in the technical, lin- 
guistic, management and 
business admin sectors. W 

This past summer workmen have 
nplaced the ceiling lights in the 
Ovsnnolen. They've fitted new outdoor 
sunshades an4 bilnds inside, as well as 
a new air cooling system. Similar 
upgrades are planned for the 
Moienwed. Although appreciative of the 
good intentiolls'brhlnd the mnovrtlons, 

1 U& all &ff are 61#lr@ly happy with the 
nsuit. The new lights can cause a glare- 
to shine off PC screens If they happen to 
be placed dimtly undrrmrB. When 
people share a mm, it's ~ o t  easy to 
move your desk out of range. But Ria 
Krwa, a lrdr edkor In AW Computer 
Wmwa L Cagnltive S e i w w ,  shows 
that c n r ~ ~ ~ . m o n s  C M ~  ~wnii .  
C o m ~ o m ~ l S l l d r d  by a rice-paper and 

pawn o n - w m  
Journal of lndurlrlrl ~ o m i c s .  

Luck of the Irish - 

L ast June lucky AM Nolah, a 
typesetter at ESIL Shannon, 

won the prize of a football fan's 
lifetime: the chance to travel to the 
United States and see not one but 
two Irish matches in World Cup 
94 - Ireland vs Mexico in 
Orlando (2-1 for Mexico), fol- 
lowed by Ireland vs Norway (a 0-0 
draw) in New York. The prize - 
for one person - included free 
flights and eight nights accornmo- 
dation, four at the Walt Disney 
Lodge in Orlando and four at the 
Nova Hotel in New York, plus 
grandstand tickets to the matches, 
of course. 

So how did Ann win the prize? 
She explains, 'One of our biggest 
suppliers here in Shannon is 
Repro CentreIKodak and they 
held a prize draw for all their cus- 
tomers. ESIL won second prize 
(first prize was getting to see 
Ireland play three matches). 
Then, to make sure that all of us in 
the office had an equal chance of 
winning the prize, Rein van 
Charldorp (ESIL general manag- 
er) put all our names in a hat. My 
name just happened to be pulled 
out first.' 

For Ann, who 'does all the 
necessary' on the 40 CAPCAS 
journals handled by ESIL, in 
addition to typesetting in Liam 
Sheehan's department, it was the 
first time she'd ever been abroad. 
And although the prize was just 
for one person, Ann wasn't left to 
enjoy it in solitary splendour. 'I 
met up with my sister Helen in 
Orlando. She went over first 
because we couldn't get seats on 
the same flight. It was fabulous 
seeing Ireland scoring the goals 
they did and we had an absolutely 
brilliant time.' 

Back home, Ann and the rest 
of ESIL staff took understand- 
ably great interest in watching the 
Ireland vs Holland match on TV 
(2-0 for Holland). 'We were disap- 
pointed to be knocked out by the 
Dutch,' Ann says wistfully. But, if 
it's any consolation, Holland was 
subsequently knocked out by the 
eventual World Cup winners, the 
boys from Brazil. 
lkttcr luck next d 

errit Grosser sorts the post at the warehouse in JP 
GBoesingheliede lBoes for short) that handles the 
~msterdam-end of book distribution Recently he put his sorting tal- 
ent to a completely different use: sorting out the teams playing in the 
special tournament he organised to celebrate the 10th anniversary of 
Elsevier Amsterdam's football club. 

The tournament took place last June at SC Eendracht 82, a sports 
club in Geuzenveld quite close to Elsevier NV headquarters. 'I'm a 
member of the club,' Gerrit explains, 'so we didn't have to hire the 
field or anything.' Twelve sides (male and female) played on the day: 
six from Bonaventura, two from SC Eendracht 82, one each from 
Elsevier Amsterdam, Boes and the Firma Koopman (a firm that's 
played with FC Elsevier for years), plus a ladies' side from the rather 
strangely named club, Stoned (pronounced Sto-Ned in Dutch). 

Winners of the men's division were none other than the team play- 
ing under the Boes banner (a mixture of Boes and Amsterdam staff 
including Tom Toonen, Wouter v.d. Bank, Hans Groot, Eddy 
Goedhart, Richard Knol, Rolf Adama, Rob Gooyers and Hans Smit). 
An Eendracht side took the honours in the women's division. Yet no 
one was a loser because all the teams received a golden cup. 'The win- 
ners got the biggest,' says Gerrit with a happy smile. Unfortunately, 
he couldn't play for Boes because he was busy sorting out the organi- 
sation, with Ingeborg Audier helping out, making sure that things ran 
smoothly and to the enjoyment of all. 'Thanks to the referees from 
Eendracht,' he adds. 'Without them we couldn't have played so well.' 

The tournament closed with a barbecue cooked (slowly) by Elly 
van Mechelen and then everyone danced the night away at a disco in 
the clubhouse. 'I got home at half past two in the morning,' says 
Gerrit, 'feeling dog-tired but very glad. It was a grandiose tournament 
and a wonderful way of c~lebrating ten years of FC Elsevier. All the 
players had a good time and so yes, what else can you do? We are 
going to organise another tournament for next year.' 

Amsterdam football fans, for details on how to join FC Elsevier, . 
phone Gerrit Grosser at Boes on 02505-1407. 

Pictured in the drive of the Boesingheliede warehouse are some of the peopk 
involved In FC Ehevier's 1994 football tournament (Cr): D M ~  Kllnig, ingokg 
Audirr, Gerrit Glbrwr who organtd h a  Irrr#mnt, WI v u  m 
Ofisset, OanJt'sdn a d  a guest pllyar on the Bow team, and Willem Fnlllrm. 
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Dos and don°ts for dynamic journal design
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Abstract

lt’s easy to wax rhapsodic about a paperless electronic future. But back in the here and now. print is no bygone thing ol‘thc

past. Professional typographical designer Jolm Miles otlers a host of hints for dynamicjournal design. using today's typeset-

ting techniques. His article comes lrom ‘Typography lorjournals'. a paper presented at the ALPSP seminar ‘Journal design".

London. 17 June 1993 and published in L<’urm'tl Piil>lis/ling Vol.7 No.1 January 1994 pp ll-lo. Copyright ALPSP 1994.

Reprinted with kind permission.

K(’_t‘\\‘()l‘(/.\l' Typesettingjournals; Desktop menaces; Active layout; Lively results

l. Introduction
blurred the boundaries of responsibility between most ot‘ the

tasks in journal production. Writers and editors nd them-

Progress in technology may change the way things get dQiie_ selves making what are de facto design decisions; designers

but forthc1'Qad(;1'jt"5tl1¢ marks Qn paper th;\tmdt1@1~;md not take O11 $01116 Ol‘ the editorial role and l)OIl\ can lillitl them-

how you put them there.
selves. albeit reluctantly. doing the job of typesetters. This

No matter how sophisticated the equipment becgmgg or means that we all have to understand some ofthe basic rules

hgw mugh it Qhungcg t_h¢ human eye and hgibjtg ()fpQ[‘QQp[i()]'1 Oi‘ thumb Wllltlll make the dilTerencc between ll well set LlOCLl-

do not. Ephemeral fashion apart. typographic design and 1116111111111 K118115101‘-

layout has been developed over 500 years to help the reader For example. line length. For long passages of unbroken

QQ]]"[p1‘QhC1‘]d the mcggagc as quickly and Q-agily 315 pQg5jhl¢_ If lCXl. lll1CS Oli £ll)OLll (W11-65 characters Wlll give the mOs‘t C0111-

the output o1today"s technology is to communicate SL\(§QQ$g- fortable reading length. For shorter or more broken text the

fully between the author and the reader then it must be guid- eye can accept fewer character's. Anything much over 711

ed by the same design precepts and principles.
characters in a line can be tiring to read.

Then there is the choice of whether or not to justify the

setting or range it left. My own prelcrence is tor unjustified

setting because it should guarantee even word spacing. and

Novels are laid out as simple blocks of continuous text. not 11 g1V@$i1 11211111155510 111° P11g@11)’11111k111g111¢
1119519111119 111/11119

only because that‘s what the author wrote. but because they $111166 11611/V6611 00111111118. HOWC\/61'. ll‘ 111610 1119 11 1111 111‘ 1/91')’

are usually read voluntarily. at leisure and sitting down. 1<111gW<11115 ' 11/1119111111l§111\’1’¢11b°111¢°11$°111115¢1@11111‘1¢_l0111‘-

Everything dgpgnds on and CO1'nfQf‘[‘(\bl@ fcadjjjg Hill - lllCl1 SOIHC l1)/pl1€l1'clll()l1 be llCCCSSk1l'y 10 2tVOlLl ll1C

Journals. like other non-liction. may also be a sustained and 11111‘¢1‘131113¢$ 111 11116 16112111 116901111112 100 61111131116-

ggfjoug fcgd but 1101 alwayg bg \/Qluntkify 4 4 it “jay bg an JUSllflC£l SCllllTg Cblll lOOl( pOllLlCi'OLlS lltl lll 21 l1'tll'l'OW CO1-

unwilling chore. So the design needs to be more active; with umn there is a real chance ofrivers ofwhite running down the

the text broken up into digestible pieces and subheadings act- l'>11g@- 11‘ YQ11 111° %O111g 1911151111)’ 111911 11)’1111¢‘111111O11 119139111“

ing as a guide to the reader in nding his way about in a docu- 11111101111111-T119 11°11111115°11111¥-1 b11111 11119111051 P1'°g1'111115111'°

m¢iii_

particularly bad.

Readability is ii fiiiiciioii of thc wiiy typgf-(‘Q33 "\]'c As for headings. whether or not you use capitals may

arranged. This implies a balance between the image and 1161191111 911 W11111 1-“ 1114111111119 1° 3/°11~ 11111 111 1111)’ 9439- 111“/11%

space. Space in printing is like rests in music - - if you didirt look at all the headings before you start. A very long heading

have any. everything would be a continuous cacophony, The all in capitals may take up too intich room or be ditlicult to

space between characters should be less than that between the 1‘¢‘~111- 11‘ J/911 1111“ 1111)’ 1111111611119 W1111 111° 61111913 11')’ 19 $31 111°

words. and that between the lines greater than that between 111118 91195 9111- By 1116 $111116 191<°11 $111‘.l1°‘W°1'd 1113111111125 C1111

the words. This may seem obvious to the point otlbeing hard- 1<1111<10$111‘111¢Y '=11¢1101$11‘011g ¢11011g11-

ly worth saying. But the abandonment ofthis precept is often W119" 1151112 1111lT1@1'1111¢119\’1'61"¢11>‘*?
11¢ C1111$151¢111111111511111"

the cause ofdissatisfaetion with much ol‘today’s typesetting. 11121111111? 11-*6 011111111111 C'<1P11'¢11$- UW only 1011131‘-¢‘<1$¢ 1111‘ >‘1101‘1

linking words such as ‘the’. “a“. “to”, ‘of. ‘which etc.

2. Comfortable reading

3. Rules of thumb
4_ Tracking

So much depends on good typesettingpractice. The electron- One of the great menaces in desktop computers. and indeed

ic revolution has made typesetters of us all and indeed has all electronic typesetting. is the function called 'tracking'. by



Three cheers in celebration of  the fifth anniversary of ~lsevier'sy$& 
Neurocompuffng. Snapped here are the journal's publishing 

L4&f$ W team and Peruvian editor-in-chief David Sinchez, on a brief visit a + 

o ~ tns te rdam!$&~<+~"~~  p&s 
Neurocomputing has doubled its page count t o  accommodate 
its ever-growing popularity. Next year a fast communications/ 
letters section will be added, raising the number o f  pages , 
ublished each year t o  well over one thousand. ;?.'W , 

rom I-r: Jack Visser (technical illustrator), Petra van der Meer 
(promotion manager), Bert Kassing @re-press), Dip.-lng. V. 
David Sinchez A. (editor-in-chief?, Olaf Meesters (desk edit 
and Eefke Smit (senior publishing editor). 

emember! Do let €1 with i 
house people) snapshot in 
-ontact Alan Muttog (UK) or Gini Werner (NL), 


